
5 The proportion, 6/8 = x/36, can be solved 

using the Cross Product Property.  Which 

equation correctly represents the Cross 

Product Property?

Name ____________________________    Class __________________  Date ____________

1 Which proportion represents the 

following?  Check the answer.

five is to fifteen as three is to nine

3 If Denise babysits for 5 1/2 hours and earns

a total of $35.75, what is her hourly rate? 8 On a spinner with 8 spaces, 4 are blue, 
3 are red, and 1 is yellow.  What is the 
probability that the spinner  
will land on yellow?  

Write the answer.

10  If 60 people out of 200 own a truck, 

 what is the probability that any one 

 person owns a truck?

4 Bob drives 283.5 miles in 4 1/2 hours.

What is his average speed?  

Show your work.

9 There are 89 fish at a pet store.  Forty-two 
are goldfish, twelve are beta fish, twenty-
three are tetras, and seven are angelfish.  

What is the probability that a customer will 

buy a tetra, to the nearest hundredth?

2 The ratio 27 inches is to 6 inches 

is equal to which ratio?  Circle it.

7 Two windows are similar.   
The taller window measures 
67 cm x 115 cm (b x h).  If the 
base of the shorter window is 
45 cm, what approximately is  

the height of the shorter window?

6 If Sarah needs 3 cups of flour for 

2 batches of cookies, how many  

cups of flour does she need  
for 18 batches of cookies?

Ratios, Proportions & Percents

6 • 8 = x • 36

5/3 = 15/9

6 • 36 = 8 • x

5/15 = 3/9

6 • x = 8 • 36

15/5 = 9/3

6 + 36 = 8 + x

5/9 = 15/3
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26 cm 77 cm 93 cm 171 cm

$6.50

12

$6.75
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$7.00
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$7.25
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5 The proportion, 6/8 = x/36, can be solved 

using the Cross Product Property.  Which 

equation correctly represents the Cross 

Product Property?

Name ____________________________    Class __________________  Date ____________

1 Which proportion represents the 

following?  Check the answer.

five is to fifteen as three is to nine

3 If Denise babysits for 5 1/2 hours and earns

a total of $35.75, what is her hourly rate? 8 On a spinner with 8 spaces, 4 are blue, 
3 are red, and 1 is yellow.  What is the 
probability that the spinner  
will land on yellow?  

Write the answer.

10  If 60 people out of 200 own a truck, 

 what is the probability that any one 

 person owns a truck?

4 Bob drives 283.5 miles in 4 1/2 hours.

What is his average speed?  

Show your work.

9 There are 89 fish at a pet store.  Forty-two 
are goldfish, twelve are beta fish, twenty-
three are tetras, and seven are angelfish.  

What is the probability that a customer will 

buy a tetra, to the nearest hundredth?

2 The ratio 27 inches is to 6 inches 

is equal to which ratio?  Circle it.

7 Two windows are similar.   
The taller window measures 
67 cm x 115 cm (b x h).  If the 
base of the shorter window is 
45 cm, what approximately is  

the height of the shorter window?

6 If Sarah needs 3 cups of flour for 

2 batches of cookies, how many  

cups of flour does she need  
for 18 batches of cookies?

Ratios, Proportions & Percents - Answer Key

6 • 8 = x • 36

5/3 = 15/9

6 • 36 = 8 • x

5/15 = 3/9

6 • x = 8 • 36

15/5 = 9/3

6 + 36 = 8 + x

5/9 = 15/3
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63 mph
283.5
4.5

=

1/8 or .125
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